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HB will be continuing its sponsorship of International soccer coverage on RTE.

HB Ice Cream refrigeration cabinet.
Irish people are the third highest
consumers per capita of ice cream in
Europe - the Irish ice cream market is
worth £100m. At the heart of this market
is HB, a brand with a long attachment to
this country. HB forms part of Unilever, a
multinational company.

In February 1998, HB and Unilever were
given a new global image and an
innovative brand identity. The old stripes
and square shaped logo were replaced by
a warm and colourful heartshaped logo.

This case study will examine:

■ the history of HB and its current
position within Unilever

■ the reasons behind the relaunch of
HB’s logo and image

■ t h e  ro l e  c o n s u m e r s  p l a y e d  i n
developing brand identity

■ what the new image and logo
communicated about the product

■ the implementation of the brand
strategy globally and locally

■ the impact of these changes and how
they have been received.

Unilever Ireland

The greatest part of the business of Unilever
Ireland is in branded and packaged goods -
primarily foods, detergents, personal
products and, of course, HB Ice Cream.

Over 1,000 strong brands are marketed
by Unilever Ireland. Many are leaders
in their  sector and many are also
international market leaders. Unilever
Ireland employs over 900 people and is
a major user of products such as milk
and sugar. It also purchases some £6
million worth of packaging.

The History of HB

HB Ice Cream has its origins in a dairy
farm in Dublin, run in the early 1900s by
the Hughes brothers. In 1926, the brothers
began manufacturing ice cream and in
1964 an American company called Grace
acquired the operation. Unilever took over
the business in 1973.

HB is now part of Van den Bergh Foods,
which in turn is part of Unilever. Although
part of a multinational, the company
prides itself on its Irishness. It employs
550 people in Ireland and sources most of
its raw materials here.

According to J. Rice, Managing Director of
Van den Bergh Foods, its mission is to
“produce and distribute Irish and
international quality brands that suit the
tastes and preferences of the Irish consumer”. 

Today, HB Ice Cream is part of a global
organisation but remains a local company
with a strong Irish heritage. This was to raise
important issues in the relaunching of the
product.
Why Relaunch HB?

Unilever became the biggest ice cream
company in the world through the takeover
of a series of local operations such as HB.
Other local ice cream brand names in the
Unilever family include Wall’s in Britain and
Ola in Spain. Consumers were aware of this
international presence but with ten different
logos in different countries, Unilever’s image
needed to become more consistent if it was to
survive in the global marketplace.

A global housebrand would allow the
company to grow faster by:

■ Providing opportunities for economies of
scale. When a company produces more
of a product, it derives benefits from
larger and more efficient production. It can
also obtain discounts from bulk buying.
By developing a global brand, Unilever
would cut costs through uniform marketing,
production, packaging and manufacturing. 

■ Improving consumer perceptions of the
product. Unilever knew customers were
increasingly aware of what was happening
in the world and were travelling more.
With a more consistent image, it could
enhance the image of the brand.

■ Allowing for global sponsorship. The
new global brand could benefit from
being linked to worldwide events such as
the World Cup in France or the Olympics
in Sydney.
■ Creating a prominent profile in the
global marketplace. This would allow the
company to promote its ice cream to a
wider market.
The consumer’s role
in developing a new

brand identity

When developing its new brand identity, the
company carried out qualitative research in
major markets to establish how consumers
perceived the product. Branding is a tool used
by manufacturers to mark their goods for
marketing purposes by incorporating a shape,
symbol, name or design, which is immediately
recognisable by consumers. A brand generates
consumer loyalty and can be a reassurance that
a product is of good quality. 

Consultation with consumers informed
Unilever as to how this new brand identity
should be developed. The research showed
that:

■ With their sterile stripes and square
design, the old logo types, designed in
1973, were perceived by customers to
be ‘outdated’ and ‘cold’.

■ Consumers had changed their habits in
relation to ice cream. It was no longer
just for summer but an everyday treat.
The existing logo did not reflect this
change.

■ Maintaining the local heritage and the
local brand names was important to
consumers. It was therefore vital in the
design of a new logo and image that the
local brand names (eg HB, Langnese,
Ola, Algida, Wall’s etc) were retained.
■ Consumers regarded ice cream with
warmth and affection - traits not
associated with the existing logos.

According to David Lewis, Marketing
Director of Van den Bergh Foods, the new
brand identity was consumer driven: “One
of the main reasons for developing the new
logo was the changing nature of ice cream
consumption. The previous logo reflected
the fact that ice cream was traditionally
regarded as  a  summer refreshment
product. But this is no longer the case. Ice
cream is becoming a year round product”.

More than anything else, the new logotype
was designed to reflect these changes. A new
brand identity would capitalise on market
opportunities by moving away from the
emphasis on ice cream as a summer product.

Putting the heart into HB

As we have seen, the old logo did not
communicate the changes that have occurred
in consumers’ perception of ice cream. A new
logo was designed to redress this. The new
logotype consisted of two elements:

The Happiness Marque – This is a double
heart shape drawn in bright shades of red
and yellow. It is warm, friendly and
emotive. It is seen as an ideal symbol for
Unilever’s desired relationship with its
consumers. The heart has an added benefit
of being easily recognised and understood
by consumers in all age groups.



The Housebrand Name – As consumers
had indicated that the local housebrand
names of the product were important, it
was decided to retain these. Each name
was displayed underneath the main logo in
a blue hand-drawn lettering style. This
typeface was chosen to reflect the
personal, human and social nature of the
products’ visual identity
While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of
information contained in this case study, no liability shall attach
to either The Irish Times Ltd or Woodgrange Consultants Ltd for

Advertisement.
Implenting the brand
strategy globally

The design and creation of the new brand
identity for Unilever ice cream products
were globally driven. This meant that an
international team headed by a Pan-

European Brand Manager had ultimate 

B u s i n e s s  2 0 0 0
responsibility for setting up the new global
housebrand. An implementation strategy
was decided upon by the team and filtered
down to the local companies around the
world. To aid consistency and to ensure
the global nature of the brand from the
outset, the implementation would be
carried out at the same time in each local
company.
positive: any errors or omissions in this case study.
… and Locally

The real key to success would be in the
local implementation of the new HB brand
ident i ty.  In  I re land,  this  involved
communicating and winning support for
the strategy at three different levels: the
company, the trade and the consumer.
Company Implementation 

For the implementation to be successful at
company level, it was important that the
employees of Van den Bergh Foods
understood the underlying strategy. Further,
they needed to understand that it was possible
to introduce the new identity without losing
either the traditional HB heritage or its
successful position in the marketplace.

To this end, the employees were briefed as
follows:

■ The new identity gave an international
dimension to the HB logo.

■ HB could now share in the sourcing of
Unilever as a Marketing Company and
as a Sourcing Unit in its own right.

■ Management ensured that employees
understood the important role of the
strong Irish links enjoyed by the HB
image within the new brand identity.
Trade Implementation

The next step was to inform those who would
be involved in selling HB products about the
new identity. From the beginning, the new
global brand identity was viewed by retailers
as a positive development. It meant that there
would be a greater awareness of the product
and therefore increased sales for them.

As part of this transition, all point of sale
or merchandise materials were to feature
the new logo. This included items such as
ice cream cabinets, banners, dustbins,
signs and display boards that are present
wherever HB Ice Cream is sold. All HB
trucks that deliver to these shops displayed
the new heart logo.

Consumer Implementation

At this stage, the most important element of
implementation was to convince local
consumers that HB Ice Cream was not being
stripped of its distinct Irish identity and
heritage. A comprehensive advertising and
promotional campaign was launched on
Valentine’s Day, 1998. The campaign was
designed to be innovative in support of the
overall image of the new brand identity and
included the following elements:

■ A special TV commercial was produced
to announce the new look for HB Ice
Cream.

■ HB Ice Cream became the sponsor for The
Love Weekend on RTÉ television, which
was a weekend of romantic movies and
programmes. This was the first time such
a themed television extravaganza had been
presented in Ireland. 

■ Images of a throbbing heart were
projected onto buildings in order to
alert the public to the new logo. This
was also a first and reinforced the
image of an innovative brand identity.

■ A promotion was run in a national
newspaper where readers sent in their
favourite photographs of children
enjoying ice cream. Various promotions
were run on the city streets. ‘Passion
Cards’ were handed out to members of
the public, while a walking heart
highlighted the launch of the new logo.

■ During June and July 1998, viewers of
the World Cup Finals saw the new logo
featured on Network 2, communicating
the message to viewers that HB Ice Cream
is a truly global brand.

The Impact

In the weeks and months after the launch,
brand awareness tracking studies –
research into how the brand strategy had
impacted on consumers and trade – were
carried out. Initial results were extremely
■ The first tracking study showed that 30
per cent of consumers were aware of the
new brand identity. This had risen to 50
per cent in the second study of May 1998.

■ Results also showed that younger
consumers and females picked up on
the logo more quickly. This illustrated
that markets that could be aggressively
targeted in the future.

■ There was strong acceptance within the
retail trade. It was found that the new
brand identity had impacted successfully
on sales of HB Ice Cream in Ireland.

Conclusion

As the world’s leading ice cream
company, Unilever needed to remain
ahead of competitors and continue to set
new standards. The new identity was
viewed as an important step in this
direction. An identity change is seen as far
more than just a change of logo and in
each case local nuances in different
countries needed to be taken into account. 

The relaunch of HB Ice Cream was an
example of how a global image can be
introduced while retaining the history and
consumer perception of a local brand.
Whatever else changes, a strong Irish
identity will always be at the heart of HB.
Discuss the reasons for the creation of a
new global image and brand identity for

HB Ice Cream.

Explain why it was important for
Unilever to take consumers’ views into

account when redesigning their logo.

Some brand names are so powerful that
they become immediately identified

with a product. Hoover and vacuum cleaners
is one example. Identify some others.

List some products that have had their
name, logo or brand identity changed.

Was this effective in your view?

In designing the new identity logo,
identify the importance of:
(a) colour
(b) shape
(c) typefaces. 

Outline why it was important to reassure
employees when implementing the new

brand strategy in Ireland.

Discuss the importance of the advertising
and promotion strategy in the launch of

the new logo. Suggest some other ways in
which consumers could be made aware of the
new image and design.
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TASKS AND ACTIVITIES
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